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LAYOUT OBFUSCATION 

Obfuscation techniques 

Besides literals replacement and line number removals, there is a set of tricks that 

various obfuscators use. One popular way to obscure source is to take the meaningless string 

trick to the next level by replacing a symbol from the class file with an illegal string. The 

replacement might be a keyword like private or, even worse, a completely meaningless 

symbol such as ***. Some virtual machines, especially in browsers, don’t take kindly to such 

antics. Technically, a variable having a symbol as a name such as = is contrary to the Java 

specification; some virtual machines will overlook it. 

Another technique some obfuscators use is usually targeted to specific decompilers 

like Mocha and JODE. A bad instruction is injected into the code; it doesn’t make a 

difference in running the code, but it crashes the decompiler. 

As an example of such bad instruction, let’s take the original code (decompiled): 

Method void main(java.lang.String[]) 

     0 new #4 

      3 invokespecial #10 

      6 return 

and the code after obfuscation (but keeping the same names for simplicity): 

Method void main(java.lang.String[]) 

      0 new #4 

      3 invokespecial #10 

      6 return 

      7 pop 

Note that the routine now has a pop instruction after the return. Obviously, a function 

can’t do something after it’s returned — that’s the trick. By placing an instruction after a 
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return statement, it ensures that it will never be executed. The code here is essentially 

impossible to decompile; it doesn’t make any sense because it doesn’t correspond to any 

possible Java source code. 

Layout ofuscation 

Layout obfuscations modify the layout structure of the program by two basic 

methods: renaming identifiers and removing debugging information. They make the program 

code less informative to a reverse engineer. Most layout obfuscations cannot be undone 

because they use one-way functions such as changing identifiers by random symbols and 

removing comments, unused methods, and debugging information. Though layout 

obfuscations cannot prevent reverse engineers to understand the program by observing the 

obfuscated code, they at least consume the cost of reverse engineering. Layout obfuscations 

are the most well studied and widely used in code obfuscation. Almost all Java obfuscators 

contain this technique. 

Layout obfuscations are typically trivial to perform and greatly reduce the amount of 

information available to a human reader. Examples include discarding unnecessary identifier 

names and debugging information. 

A .NET obfuscator reads an assembly and alters the metadata in various ways, all of 

which makes the job of subsequently reverse engineering the assembly more difficult. One 

typical kind of layout obfuscation, called "symbol obfuscation," is to locate all the names of 

purely assembly-internal types and members and change the original names to something less 

meaningful. 

In most cases, the .NET Runtime does not need the symbolic names of internal, 

private, and family-and-assembly accessible types and members. They were required to 

compile the assembly but, except for cases using Reflection or late binding, aren't needed 

during normal execution. However, a well-named type, method, or field, provides a great deal 

of semantics that assist a reverse engineer in understanding your code. In my opinion, symbol 

obfuscation provides the greatest benefit-to-cost of all the obfuscation techniques. 

However, there is a subtle point that most developers don't understand and even many 

obfuscator vendors get wrong. The value of the obfuscation technique comes from discarding 
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the original symbolic information. There is no additional obfuscation benefit that results from 

a particular choice of replacement names. 

Some early obfuscators algorithmically generated a replacement symbol from the 

original name in a way that permits the original name to be retrieved. On the surface, it 

appears that names have been discarded but they really have only been, well, obfuscated, but 

not very well. A decompiler can target that obfuscator's output and readily determine the 

original symbolic name. 

There is another symbol obfuscation technique that is quite popular and works well, 

but not for the reasons the vendors typically claim. The approach tries to overload the same 

name as frequently as possible within a scope. For example, the .NET Runtime allows you to 

name a double field 'a' and an integer field 'a' both in the same scope without ambiguity. The 

Runtime considers the type and the name together as the unique identifier. Therefore, a 

'double a' is clearly different from a 'uint a'. 

C# doesn't allow these member definitions, so simplistic decompilers could produce 

"C# code" that won't compile due to multiple identifiers having the same name in a scope. 

And it's probably true that having multiple 'things' all called 'a' easily confuses the typical 

programmer. But, once again, a decompiler needs only to notice the overloaded names and 

synthesize new unique names for everything. There are many other possibilities for 

replacement names. Some common choices are C# or VB.NET keywords and high Unicode 

characters. No particular choice provides more obfuscation benefit than any other choice. 

However, there is a nonobfuscation-related reason that encourages short identifiers. 

Every unique symbol in the metadata requires space in a symbol table. When you 

have 26 fields, each named with a different character, you need to store the 26 different 

symbols in the metadata symbol table. When you overload the names of the 26 fields and 

give them the same name, only one symbol needs to be stored in the metadata symbol table. 

When you choose a name where the characters occupy as few bytes as possible, you save 

even more space. 

Therefore, while overloading type and member names as heavily as possible provides 

no obfuscation benefit, it has the side effect of reducing the size of the metadata. Demeanor 

for .NET is an obfuscator produced by my company, Wise Owl (www.wiseowl.com). I ran 
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Demeanor for .NET on one version of the Microsoft Windows ~2-MB 

System.Windows.Forms.dll assembly. This obfuscator overloads names using a more 

complex technique than common class inheritance/method signature techniques. 

An early version reduced the size of the symbols from 277,964 bytes to 124,232 bytes 

(-56%) — a 150-KB savings in metadata string space. This results in a smaller disk image 

and memory footprint, which are both useful side effects, though not ones that make your 

code harder to reverse engineer. In fact, for an embedded application, you might want to 

consider obfuscation from purely an image size consideration. It also discarded 18,352 of the 

35,241 original symbolic names. 

The .NET Runtime doesn't need most of the symbolic information that's available in 

the metadata during run time except for a few special cases. Public symbols must be 

preserved as external code binds to the types and members by name. And public symbols in 

executable assemblies (.exe files) aren't required at all because it's unusual for external code 

to bind to exposed symbols residing in an executable. Also, code that uses reflection to bind 

to a type or member by name typically requires the type or member name be the same at run 

time and at compile time. 

BEFORE OFUSCATION 

int my_output() 

{ 

int count; 

for (count = 0; count < MAX_INDEX; ++count) 

printf("Hello %d!\n", count); 

} 

AFTER OFUSCATION 

#define a int 

#define b printf 

#define c for 
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a l47(){a l118;c(l118=0;l118<0x664+196-0x71e;++l118) 

b("\x48\x65\x6c\x6c\x6f\x20\x25\x64\x21\n",l118);} 

 

In the context of C code obfuscation, we could exploit the preprocessor to make the 

code unreadable and we could scramble identifiers, change formatting and remove 

comments. These types of obfuscation are already commonly used for source code 

obfuscation. However, not a single of these layout obfuscation transformations survives the 

compilation process. The resulting stripped binaries are identical to those where no layout 

obfuscation was applied. This could be expected, as preprocessing is already performed 

automatically, comments and formatting are not part of the binary and stripping already 

scrambles identifiers. We would like to state clearly that layout obfuscation is useful when 

delivering IP in source form to customers, for some classes of customers, and not for others. 

Remark that changing library function names will end up in the final program. The drawback 

is that all programs calling a library function should also be changed and this makes the use 

of such obfuscation transformation very limited. As layout obfuscations does (in general) not 

survive the compiler process, we focused on the remaining obfuscation transformations: 

control flow obfuscations and data obfuscations. 

Consider a simple c program 

void primes(int cap) { 

  int i, j, composite; 

  for(i = 2; i < cap; ++i) { 

    composite = 0; 

    for(j = 2; j * j <= i; ++j)  

      composite += !(i % j); 

    if(!composite) 

      printf("%d\t", i); 

  } 
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}  

int main(void) {  

  primes(100); 

} 

Obfuscate constructs and meaningless variable names 

No construct or name is of itself obfuscating, but context—or rather the lack of it—

can make it so. Change the variable names to single letters and replace the if-else structure 

with the ternary ? conditional operator (e.g. if(A) B else if(C) D else E becomes A ? B : C ? 

D : E). Reorder expressions to the most counterintuitive that the language will allow: 

void primes(int m, int t, int c) { 

  int i,j; 

  i = t / m; 

  j = t % m; 

  (i <= 1) ? primes(m,t+1,c) : (!j) ? primes(m,t+1,j) : (j == i && !c) ?  

  (printf("%d\t",i), primes(m,t+1,c)) : (j > 1 && j < i) ?  

  primes(m,t+1,c + !(i % j)) : (t < m * m) ? primes(m,t+1,c) : 0; 

}  

int main(void) { 

  primes(100,0,0); 

} 

Remove intermediate variables and literals 

Remove the intermediate variables i and j and replace them with the expressions they 

stood for, (t / m) and (t % m): 

void primes(int m, int t, int c) { 
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  ((t / m) <= 1) ? primes(m,t+1,c) : !(t % m) ? primes(m,t+1, t % m) :  

  ((t % m)==(t / m) && !c) ? (printf("%d\t",(t / m)), primes(m,t+1,c)) :  

  ((t % m)> 1 && (t % m) < (t / m)) ? primes(m,t+1,c + !((t / m) % (t % m))) :  

  (t < m * m) ? primes(m,t+1,c) : 0; 

} 

int main(void) { 

  primes(100,0,0);  

} 

Obfuscate names again 

Rename the function primes and the variables m, t, and c to _, __, ___, and ____, 

respectively: 

void _(int __, int ___, int ____) { 

  ((___ / __) <= 1) ? _(__,___+1,____) : !(___ % __) ? _(__,___+1,___ % __) :  

  ((___ % __)==(___ / __) && !____) ? (printf("%d\t",(___ / __)),  

  _(__,___+1,____)) : ((___ % __) > 1 && (___ % __) < (___ / __)) ?  

  _(__,___+1,____ + !((___ / __) % (___ % __))) : (___ < __ * __) ?  

  _(__,___+1,____) : 0; 

} 

int main(void) { 

  _(100,0,0);  

} 

Remove literals 
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There are quite a few references to the literal 1. One could replace them by dividing a 

variable by itself each time, knowing it is nonzero, but for the sake of example instead we 

pass 1 as a (totally unnecessary) parameter from main (and, of course, call it _____). Let's 

leave the only remaining 0 as a teaser: 

 

 

void _(int __, int ___, int ____, int _____) { 

  ((___ / __) <= _____) ? _(__,___+_____,____,_____) : !(___ % __) ?       

_(__,___+_____,___ % __, _____) :  

  ((___ % __)==(___ / __) && !____) ? (printf("%d\t",(___ / __)),  

  _(__,___+_____,____,_____)) : ((___ % __) > _____ && (___ % __) < (___ / __)) ?  

  _(__,___+_____,____ + !((___ / __) % (___ % __)),_____) : (___ < __ * __) ?  

  _(__,___+_____,____,_____) : 0; 

}   

int main(void) { 

  _(100,0,0,1);  

} 

Remove redundant text 

Remove white space, type declarations, optional elements like the void and int on 

function return types, and unambiguous parentheses: 

_(__,___,____,_____){___/__<=_____?_(__,___+_____,____,_____):!(___%__)?_(

__,___+_____,___%__,_____):___%__==___/ 

__&&!____?(printf("%d\t",___/__),_(__,___+_____,____,_____)):(___%__>_____

&&___%__<___/__)?_(__,___+_____, 
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____+!(___/__%(___%__)),_____):___<__*__?_(__,___+_____,____,_____):0;}mai

n(void){_(100, 0, 0, 1);} 

 

 

Conclusion 

You should keep in mind that no obfuscator known today provides any guarantees on 

the difficulty of reverse engineering. Thus, obfuscators do not provide security of a level 

similar to modern encryption schemes, and you should used with other measures in tandem in 

cases where security is of high importance. 

The most common software reverse engineering attacks target copy protection 

schemes. These schemes generally rely heavily on existing operating system procedure calls, 

making it easy to bypass basic code obfuscation using the same tools used with unobfuscated 

code. In addition, obfuscated code often depends on the particular characteristics of the 

platform and compiler, making it difficult to manage if either change. 


